Mabel R. Gillis, Librarian
Ca.1.1.fornia 8t4to Library
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The ticket hi passed (above left) and marked (above) as a
Spartan Daily staffer insestigates the illegal "Pigskin" lettery In
operation near the campus.

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
Number XXXVIII

Private Eye Reporter
Exposes Pigskin Picks
Ha-firanft to Air
Number 31

San Jose, California, Friday, November 18, 1949

SM Game to Feature
tews on rroposeo
’Singing’ Band, Stunts New
Conference
7

San Jose State’s Rally committee is going all out for the final!
home football game of the season tonight.
.’Gig"college
se. -ffitmil
jc’se
ethiclc Sanrector
istate
di,
Fourteen card stunts, a "singing" merching band, and "Mr.! will represent the college on
Spartan" will feature the entertainment. The band stunts are built1KLOK’s Campus Caravan at 10
around the theme of Thanksgiving Day. They will sing special songs a.m. Saturday in a discussion of
the proposed seven school Pacific
as well as play and march.
A story card series as been arranged by the card committee under the leadership of !’DustyH
Rhode. The series will portray
horseman (the Gael is a mythical
Irish warrior on horseback 1 being ,
knocked off his mount by a Spar- Trophy.
tan with a spear. The final card
shows a "headless horseman" with
Framing Tuesday’s council sesthe words, "Oops. no head!"
I sion were two trophies, the most
Hope To Do Better
’ silent witnesses to the weekly stu"The best card stunts that we I dent government doings. One was
have had this year were at the: the yard -high, golden COP game
Santa Barbara game," Said Rally trophy which will be taken back
chairman Glenn Stewart. "We to Stockton next week by council
hope to do better than that at the members.
game tonight."
, The other was a wooden Indian,
Each seta marked
I presented to the students and facEach one of the 817 seats in the ’ ulty of San Jose State for ’out
rooting section (between rows 13-Istanding success" in the Corn421 is marked on the graph paper. I munity Chest Drive. The trophy
Wednesday night before the game will be kept in Dr. T. W. Macthe committee marks the different I Quarries office.
colors on each instruction sheet.
Special athletic awards were
The sheets and the cards (there voted by the council for San Jose
are eight colors in use now) are State’s golf team. Seven golfers,
passed out by the usher commit-’ Eli Bariteau, Warren MacCarty,
tee under the leadership of Shirley Jay Hopkins, Ruskin Shepherd.
Meyers and Lorraine Leonetti.
Bill Ogden, Howard Verutti and
Posters illustrating the stunts Ross Smith received the honors.
are made by the Art committee
Mrs. Prudence Dikes is the new
directed by Dick Snyder. Snyder’s part-time secretary ,employed by
crew also makes the big goal post the student office in the Student
banner that is ripped apart at each Union. Mrs. Dikes will work in
home game by the teams entering the office from 12 to 4 p.m. daily
the field.
the office from 12 to 4 p.m. daily.
.

COUNCIL NOTES

Pacifi cot

Get
Back

UNITED PRESS ROUNDUP,

Football lotteriesdenied "official" recognition by local police-are a going concern on and near the San Jose State college campus.
The oblong orange tickets still are in evidence in class rooms and on
the .grounds, despite threats of anti-gambling prosecution by the
Student Court’s prosecuting attorney.
Yesterday, this reporter ob..,
’
,

Student Council
Wants Trophies

AS Athletic Awards I

-

I announced that he would not byplots the Taft-Hartley law in
dealing with the threatened resumption of the coal strike.
Sources say that he has asked
three private labor experts to
serve on
coal fact-finding
A jury of eight men and four
women have been picked for the
perjury trial of Harry Briages.
Two aides accused of conspiring to
commit perjury also are on trial.
Talk about job placement
Dave Dubiosity of the Labor

_

"I’S =-11.003....

tamed a "Pigskin" Football &he’dule lottery ticket in a small cafe
within a block of the campus.
Chances To Win Slim
It’s easy to play- if you have a
buck and don’t care how long the
odds are. According to analysis by
a mathematics departriffent member, the chances of wilming on a
four-guess ticket are one-in -sixteen. But, recent reports by down town papers indicate the payoff
may not be as sure as the odds

conference.
Bob Custer, program director,
The varsity athletic award sysalso wigi interview Mr. Hartranft
concerning a recent statement by tem will go right back to its
College President T. W. MacQuar- source, the coaches’ staff, with a
rie, who came out in favor of the special recommendation made by ,
new conference. "I would be very the student council at its meeting
happy to attend any meeting yesterday.
The council recommended that
called for the purpose of forming
the new league," Dr. MacQuarrie the second year award be a gold (Editor’s Note:
trophy and not a gold sweater.
said.
In an effort to determine the
Mr. Hartranft will discuss the. The council also recommended facts in the alleged operation of
proposed league in relation to that the more expensive, $17.50 a football lottery on and near
I the college’s national football sweater be presented as a first
the campus, the Spartan Daily
standing and its rank in minor year award. The third year award assigned a staff member to inwould be a choice amongst a
sports.
vestigate this minor racket.
The league has all the backing heavy material sweater t$17.50, a Here is his uncensored report.)
ring,
or
a
varsity
,
.
t
e
k
n
a
l
b
in
the
of the major newspapers
In the council’s opinion, the
Bay area. It is the consensus of
appear. One a II e ged lottery
sportswriters that the conference trophy would be a far better sec- iracket kingpin not
of the orange
would include San Jose State. ond year award than the present I cad circuitis reported to have
Much
opposition
photograph.
st,
team
COP,
USF,
Santa Clara,
has been directed at the coaches’ skipped t own recently taking
Mary’s. Loyola and Nevada.
harshim a pocketful of bettors’
The six colleges already have original recommendation of a gold dollars.
played 15 games with prospective sweater, according to Bob Seal,
Here’s how the racket works:
council member.
members this season
The trophies would not exceed
We picked up a ticket at a
Custer also will interview Ed
Burnham, president of Alpha Phi 87.50 in cost for each. A sum of nearby cafe filling if out acOmega, national service fraternity, $200 would be set aside for these cording to Instructions printed
The
recommendation on one side. The teams are Numand Belmont Reid, fraternity past trophies.
president and new SJSC senior will be turned over to the coaches’ bered, set up in pairs as they
will play on the weekend. The
class president, concerning the staff for future study.
The life-time pass program was point margins on each game are
college Turkey Trot, which will be
held at 12:30 p.m. Tuesday. Alpha approved as it stands by the coun- printed in a column on the right.
Phi Omega is sponsoring the cil. Any athlete who earns three The player is advised to circle
letters in a sport will be issued a him numbered choices in two
event.
life-time pass to that sport, Any places to insure payment. A
athlete who wins six varsity space is provided for the playawards will be given a life-time er’s signature, and one for the
pass to all San Jose State sports. agent who hands out the cards
Five more boxing letters will be and collects the money,
issued, as well as two more for
After checking our choices, we
tennis, and two more for wrestling. returned the ticket to the contact
These
were
the
only
additions
to
college in Washington has promman at the cafe and paid our dolism] graduates positions tarttag the old award system.
lar. He returned a stub, the top
at MOO to $4000 a year. He
half of the ticket, numbered to
said that those completing the
corretpond with the lower half.
one-year ’course would, be ofOdds Are Astronomical
"No matter how excited you get
fered posts In his International tonight, please DON’T throw away
The odds on choosing more than
Ladies Garment Workers union.
the rooting section cards,". de- a half-dozen teams are astronosnConsuls in Chungking and Kun- dared Rally Chairman Glenn ical. According to our mathematming have beel) authorized to close Stewart. "They are worth 8400, ically-minded friend: "If 4024 per-by the State department. The and we need them for next year." sons were to bet on ten teams,
Chungking staff will move to
Two new colors,’ brown and the expected result would be for
Hong Kong, Only the American black, will be obtained for next one person to collect $105 and for
consulate in Formosa has been un- year’s stunts, said Stewart. This ten persons to collect 825. This
disturbed in Nationalist -controlled willibring the number of color pea- would leave $869 profit to the lot tery operator."
China,
t. 10.

A-Bornb Chief Warns U. S
Chairman David E. Lilienthal of
the Atomic Energy commission
warns that the possession of
atomic weapons by the Soviet Union makes urgent the formulation
of a dispersal plan for government
buildings. A report of the AEC
said that one atomic bomb of the
type used at Nagasaki could severely damage the White House,
Treasury, State department, Navy
department, Atomic Energy commission and other key agencies in
Washington.
Presideat Harry Truman has

1
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ART EXHIBIT

Show in Art Wing
Of Many Mediums
Called ’Excellent’

By PAT ROAN
Yesterday was the final showing
of a special art exhibit from the
Published every Khool day by the Associated Students of San Jos St at. College Prairie Print -makers of Chicago.
at the Press of Glob. Printing Co. Entered as second class matter at the San Included in the excellent exhibit
Jose Post Office.
were pictures in the medium of
lithography, wood-cuts, and enManager
Business
Bob
Kaye.
George Lajeunesse, Editor
graving.
Dr. M. E. Reitzel, art department head, arranged to have the
pictures exhibited in San Jose
through James Swann, secretary
To lovers of good football the proposed new league of far of the association. The pictures
western -independents" would be the best possible kind of a 1949 will now be exhibited in other
California cities.
Christmas present.
Perhaps the outstanding picFor years sports fans and bay region sportswriters have been ture in the show is "Return of
advocating the formation of such a league among the smaller giants the Woodgathers," by Gene
of Pacific coast gridirons:
Bloats, Mr. Kloss, through his
These -little giants- are Santa Clara, USE, St. Mary’s, Nevada, clever use of light and dark
Loyola. COP, and San Jose State. These teams have been playing tones, has captured the mystical
of an early winter scene
each other for many years and competition among them has been quality
typical of the mountainous reextremely keen.
gions of the country.
"The Watchman", by Stow
San Jose State football enthusiasts have been treated to some
of the best grade of football seen in Spartan Stadium in many Wengenrot h, is an exceptional
years in the Santa Clara game and the USF contest. Tonight State example of the dynamic use of
perspective
The foreground
plays host to St. Mary’s and anottver exciting game along the same of the printin art.
is dominated by a
order as last year’s thriller is in order, according to the sports large black bird. Behind the bird
department.
is a small-scale, weather-beaten
The Sp-artan football squad has more than held its own this year ship done in light tones of grey.
symbolic quality of this print
with Santa Clara (14-13) and in losing a close one to USF (27-20). The
makes it one of the most effective
They stand a better than even chance of knocking over the Galloping in the show.
Gaels of St. Mary’s tonight.
Another print by the same
Of course, the less said about this year’s debacle with COP, the artist, "Manhattan Gateway", probetter. However Eddie LeBaron will graduate from Pacific, sooner duces the feeling of man’s insignificance when compared with the
or later.
structure of steel and
Seriously though, this is San Jose State’s great opportunity to marvelous
iron.
competition
a
fine
brand
and to get
expand into a field of tougher
"Camp Near Klageoh" by JameS
of football on Friday nights at Spartan Stadium.
Swann, gives the same feeling of
This is not meant to be a reflection on the CCAA loop, of which man’s minuteness. A small band
State is a proud member. Members of the CCAA have provided of pioneer figures and a covered
State’s teams with many good battles on the grid but, frankly speak- wagon are grouped together bea large expanse of horizon.
ing. State has outgrown the league in recent years. San Jose State’s neath
Use of colors in print forms Is
present population of more than 8,000 students make it only natural seen in a vivid picture, "Aspen
that the college look for stronger opponents who can furnish stiffer and Spruce", by Norma Bassett
opposition.
Hall. Her contrast of sky, trees,
State can still compete with CCAA members in many other sporTs and barren earth, produces a
besides football. In the so-called "minor" sports the CCAA league vivid, warm ,pifilure of late
Arent "’Hall also exhas furnished more than enough competition for Spartan teams. It antsmus.
hibits another vivid rolotel%
San
friends
would bes4s4ee pr9cedure to desert the many good
print, "Mexican Farm".
Jose Stafe has made in that conference.
Real skill is evident in the print,
But the die is now cast for a new and greater "independent" "After A Day’s Toil" by Robert
football loop among the strong, small colleges of the West and Von Newmann. His exaggerated
San Jose State has officially expressed interest in joining the league. use of physiography as seen in the
two workmen in the picture proIt is up to one of the "Big Three", USF, Santa Clara, or St. Mary’s duce
exceptional results. However,
to take the lead nowState stands ready to gather around a con- this print seems to miss the feelference table and iron out the details.
ing evident in so many of the
other prints.
Miss Clara Bianchi of the art
office, said that considerable interest was shown in the exhibit
It may be that the parking situation at San Joe State int too by the students while the show
critical as yet but an unconfirmed story last week throws a little doubt was here. The work is among the
best of its kind, Miss Bianchi said,
on this belief. An 8:30 student actually found a parking place one and
San Jose was fortunate in obschool morn. He thought he was pretty close to the campus until he taining the show.

The New League

Close in Parking

Thrust and Parry.
(Editor’s note: Due to space limitations, leiter% submitted to this
column should be less than 250 words in length: one typewritten,
double-spaced sheet of paper. Shorter letters will be given preference. Irwin J. Dashiff, and Bert Howard please call for your letters at the Daily office.)

Communism and Catholicism
Dear Thrust -and Parry and San Jose Professors:
.
Is there any evidence of Communist teachers suggeklIng to or
telling their students to overthrow our present government? Maybe
if all of the teachers in all of the schools were to START teaching
their students to THINK we would not be caught in this tragic panic’
of Communist hysteria. Communism is a popular enemy and scapegoat now, but if the S.J. professors really want to safeguard academic
freedom let them consider a few excerpts from Paul Blanshard’s
"American Freedom and Catholic Power," Beacon Press, ’49.
"And first of all education belongs pre-eminently to the church,
by reason of a double title in the supernatural order, conferred
exclusively upon her by God himself; absolutely superior therefore
to any other title in this natural order."Pius XI.
"The Pope is the head of a sovereign temporal state which has
co-equal rights with that of the government of the U. S.
"The rights of the church are prior to and superior to the rights
of the state as educator, and no government has the legal right to
infringe upon his divine prerogative.
"Although the church forbids its children to attend public
schools without special dispensation, it does not forbid Catholics to
teach in these schools or to supervise them provided they remain
good Catholics. According to the theory laid down by Pius XI,
those Catholic public school teachers represent the Pope in censoring all public education."
It appears that someone besides communists is subject to foreign
thought control.
Robert H. Miller, ASB 3732

Ah, the Vast, Vast Majority
Dear Thrust and Parry:
It seems fabulous to me that casually reading the Spartan Daily
Thrust and Parry columns the same names and ASB numbers always
appear --opposing policies and attacking the administration.
From this, the only thing I can conclude is that these continual
"gripers" have an ax to grind, and elate themselves with collegiate
opposition.
Whatever the course of our endeavor, it seems to me there are a
meager few who always challenge, and, I imagine, believe their perso 1 desires override the genuine attitudes of the vast, vast Majority.
-.
If,. however, these.perSOnS are really desirous of common ideals
an they think they have just cause, let them have representation of
a real ideal, accepted by more than a mere handful; let them be heard
at our polls, instead of opposing our elected student administration;
and let them attempt to give some respect (which they seem to give
to a Dr. Phillips) to our own educators, especially the one who I believe represents the thoughtful administration of our own San Jose
State college.
I hope not to cause any antagonism nor to cause to be unleashed
upon my own opinions a vicious attack somewhat akin to those I
have seen in the past on those who opposed authors who continually
fill the columns of Thrust and Parry. Harvey. D. Jordan, ASB 3226

It’s All the Daily’s Fault

walked past his own house enroute to class.

’RED SHOES’ REVIEWED

Card Holders Get
Movie Price Break
By HELEN DAVIS
"The Red Shoes" is one of the
most rewarding movies that has
been produced by either the British or in Hollywood. In many
ways it defies comment because it
is so adept.
It opens tomorrow at the Vogue
Theatre in Willow Glen, which is
sIiu1. ig the movie_ .A.t. special
prices for San Jose state college
students and faculty.
Based on a story by Hans
Christian Andersen, "The Red
Shoes" presents for the first time
a full length ballet in a motion
picture. The ballet itself is welded
into the plot of the picture and
into the lives and hopes of the
ballet company which presents it
in Europe. Scenes from other
famous ballets are included, as
well as excerpts from the music
of Chopin, Tchaikowsky, Stravinsky, Rossini, Delibes, RimskyKorsakov, and Adolph Adam.
The dancing of Moira Shearer,
as the ballerina and the antics of
Leonide Massine as the choreographer were particularly outstanding.
Technicolor photography of the
ballet is a definite contribution to

technical movie-making. Without
it, "The Red Shoes" would be just
another movie. Instead of visible
set changes, the camera fades out
of one and into another scene,
giving the filming of the ballet a
continuity it otherwise would have
lacked.
The plot is centered around the
conflict of the dancer, who must
chboie between ballet as a career,
and marriage,
Many things have made "The
Red Shoes" one of the best 10
pictures of the year: the script is’
well -written, with dialogue and
situations that are simple and very
real; authentic sets and exteriors,
which were filmed in Europe; acting and direction of sensitive and
thoughtful character; dancing of a
quality which is seen only in leading ballet companies.’
"The Red Shoes" is an exciting
movie." Released by Eagle-Lion
Films, it is lavish, but never Hollywoodian in its glamour. It is
truly one of the very few "unforgettable movie experientes" for
American audiences, who have acclaimed it in New York, Washington, Chicago, Los Angeles, and
San Francisco.

.I0M.Y.

Dear Thrust and Parry:
This letter is an attempt to explain my "shenanigans" action pertaining to the Spartan Head Name Contest, and to relieve you of your
fears that "politics over at the Student Union" are jeopardizing the
NEW YORK- -(UP) The Fash- seriousness of the name contest.
ion Foundation of America said
It is true that well over a week passed before it was announced
today that the well-groomed man
should take a page from the that the name contest would be extended because of inadequate
ladies’ beauty hook and carry a entries submitted, but I am sure the committee has a legitamate
vanity case.
excuse for this delay.
"We recommend vanity cases for
,All information concerning the name contest was given to the
men since personal appearance is
as important as the cut, pattern Spartan Daily a week before it finally "made the paper." This set
and color of the clothes," Ben back all of our plans a full week; therefore moving the collection of
Russell, chairman of the men’s entries up to the Friday preceding Homecoming week. As most of
division of the foundation said.
you realize Homecoming week was quite a busy’one and practically
"It should contain a comb, mirror,
deodorant, powder to ctinceal late - all of my committee had other obligations during this week; therefore
afternoon whiskers and a tooth the judging of the names were delayed a week out of necessity.
brush.
When the boxes were finally opened there were approximately
Russell claimed this innovation
was introduced by the army and two:htindretientry blanks submitted from _the student body of over
"no one ever accused our sgldiers eight thousand students. When duplicate entries were accounted for,
obscene names and names of many students of the student body
of feminity."
"We can copy from our GI’s eliminated, the committee had approximately thirty names to choose
who, during the war, carried the from. It was the unanimous consent of the committee that only nine
army equivalent of a vanity case -- of the thirty names entered could possibly be considered. None of
the carry-all kit which held shav- the eight remaining
names (Natraps, Sparky, Spartinius, Horatio,
ing equipment, a mirror, comb,
Mr. Spartan, Witgam, Spartius, Snatraps, and Spardi, unanimously
toothbrush and other personal acvoted the committee, suited the Spartan. And it was felt that an
cessories."
additional Week might produce a better response, and a name that
we can be proud of for years to come.

Hey Bud, Borrow
Your Lip Stick?

Plays Given Soon

Speech and drama students in
the directing classes of Miss Elizabeth Loeffler will present six
one -act plays Nov. 17, 18, 21 and
22. Curtain tin* is 3:30 p.m. Admission is free.
The plays will be presented in
the Actors Lab, formerly the
Studio Theater.

This is not the typical school mascot that many schools have.
It will be ’Ned in a more serious vain. The face itself is the work
of an artist, anti it has many life -like features as well as meanings.
It represents over’ a year’s work and planning, and the whole rutin
is valued in excess of seven hundred dollars.
I do

not

feel it is worthy of just any name!
Ed Mosher, ASB 1521

.."-

Ripley Erred; Overlooked SJS ’La Torre’
Tau Delts Lead
with the’drii1 week" is slated for rust week.
; his operating abilitybelow,
and Di.1
from the sidewalk
The late Dr. Karl Hazeltine,
Monagtic Life;
Rhodd inadvertantly asked her ifprofessor of nature study, was
to, come up and try it," Dean Pit- instrumental in founding the fraFenunes Outlawed Iman
says. "When the information ternity 33 years ago in his first
, that a woman’s presence had year at SJSC. He wrote the Tau
trammelled this masculine sane- i Delt hymn, by-laws and most of
High in the rugged Himalaya turn reached the Tau Delts, Dr. the ritual, according to Dean Pitmountains in Tibet is an isolated Rhodes, also a member, was ’se - Man.
village which was featured in a v.Tel y reprimausied’ liy paildles
"The Tau Delta Phi had its heyrecent cartoon of Itip:eY’)..;,:’;13e..1 wipi-11 , f .0 I t
t
d
lieve It or NOt.".The village is the men:tors," Dean Pitman adds. 1day before the war," the Dean
only spot in the world, according The tower, or La Torre as it is of Men asserts. "But it presently
to the cartoon, that still preserves" sometimes known, actually had is trying to regain prewar status.
the solitude and sanctity of man- posted the female sex before the Duribg the war, every Tau Delt
hood.
aforementioned incident occurred, student member was in the armed
Dean Pitman comments. At a sil- services."
But
It r
orr
Not"
t
I"Believe
.de
e
had nbt heard, apparently, of ver anniversary in 1941 of the
An honorary (1 re it k letter
a tower at San Jose State col- Tau Delta Phi, a party of alumni fraternity and service organilege, which also respects man’s and faculty members and their zation, the Tau Delta Phi exeminherent love for a place outside wives, and student members was plifies its high standards by its
the boundaries of feminine influ- held in the tower.
rigid
requirements
entrance
The tower consists of three Pledges must have a grade point
ence. Occupying this tower is the
stories.
The
Spartan
third
Phi,
floor
Delta
men’s
Tau
is the average of 2.00, completed units
chapter room, the second is for of college work, and shown leahonor scholastic society.
The aims and ideals of this or- dinners and social activities and dership , qualities
and
good
ganization, according to the by- the first is for recreation.
sportsmanship. There are nearly
The
Tau
Dens,
renowned as
laws, are to promote and sponsor
30 student and more than 50
interest in the various fields of the "men who walk the plank,"
faculty members at present.
educational endeavor, but these have an initiation unique in
annals.
Prominent members are Dr. T.
"Walking
high sounding phrases mark a tra- fraternity
dition emulated by few organi- the plank" is a vestige of an W, MacQuarrie, college president;
an old pirate tradition and oc- E. S. Thompson, comptroller; Joe
zations on campus.
curs on the Spartan campus H. West, dean of personnel and
The belief that no woman has
once a year. Fraternity pledges guidance; Dr. Jay S. Elder, dean
ever entered the tower since the
are blindfolded and led to a of general education; Dr. James
Tau Delts "took it over" In 1916
plank protruding from a third C. DeVoss, dean of professional
is a myth, according to Dean
story window of the tower. With education; and Dr. Rhodes and
of Men, Paul Pitman, fraternity
only a rope around their waist Dean Pitman.
adviser. Dean Pitman tells an
to protect them, the pledges
Interesting anecdote concerning
Lou Frangione, editor of La
nervously totter to a chair at
a senior woman student who
Torre and Tau Delt publicity dithe
end
of
he
plank.
"crashed" the tower several
The pledges sit down in the rector, Glenn Stewart. rally comyears ago.
chair, ."sweat it. out" for several mittee chairman, Dick Russell,
"I have heard rumors that minutes and amidst jeers and winner of San Jose Women’s
women had gained entrance to cheers from Tau Delts inside the club 1949 speech award and Toni
the tower before I came to SJSC toker, return to safety. To Tau Wall, former ASB prexy, are
in 1939," Dean Pitman explains, Delts, "walking the plank" is an members. Bill Oltmann is grand
"but I personally witnessed such unforbetable experience. Two init- magistrate of the society.
an incident a few years ago. The iations are scheduled for 1949new tower chimes were being in- 50, one in a few weeks. The plank
stalled and Dr. Robert Rhodes, is out today and fratersnity "hell
professor of biology, was working in the tower with a pneuONE OF THE FINEST ART
DEPARTMENTS IN THE BAY AREA
matic drill. ,.
"A senior woman student, a
friend of Dr. Rhodes’, challenged
By DAN HUBBY

Archie’s

’Have a Seat, Young Man’
The plank is out. The traditional lumber tongue, long a
symbol of the Tau Delta Phi,
made its appearance this week
from the third story of the
tower. It will remain out until
the fraternity neophytes have
"walked the plank" as part of
their initiation. Early In Deeem-

her the fraternity initiates,
blindfolded and protected only
by a rape around their waists,
will attempt to walk or crawl
to the chair at the end of the
plank. Only the society members and the Ivy-covered tower
will witness the affair.
photo by Bob Stone.

ittoriAlotirmis

HAIRCUTS 1.00

WASHINGTON, Nov. 16.
(UP)The Internal Revenue Bureau would like to hear from Dr.
Forrest C. (Phog) Allen if the
Kansas university basketball
coach knows of any amateur athletes who have failed to pay their
income taxes..
Allen said a few days ago that
the Bureau. "within three years,"
will crack down on amateur athletes and that college presidents
will be surprised at what they
hear.
A Bureau spokesman said that
’’We won’t wait three years if
Dr. Allen has any information
he thinks we ought to have."
But he was inclined to dismiss
Allen’s complaint of $10,000 to
$20,000 incomes for amateur athletes as "so much intercollegiate
bickering." He noted that Allen
and the National Collegiate Athletic association have long been
at odds.

MNT

- 339 South First Strriot
(Across this strast from Soars)

WALIZAFIR

112 South Second Street
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YOUR SUITS

The blouse of exquisite detail . . . delicately stitched .

. laden with anful

hand embroidery. The perfect foil for
your favorite suit .

_ITALIAN
RESTAURANT

Steaks

HUMIDOR
BARBER SHOP

Amateur Athletes
Must Pay Taxes

. the perfect cos-

tume with your new skirt.

DOWNSTAIRS

Banquet Rooms
Yolande
As Sketched
14.95

We Specialize in
Student Banquets and
Birthday Parties
RAVIOLI and SPAGHETTI
DINNERS
Hof Food To Take Out
CYpross 4-5045

175 San Augustine

-.

CSItt 110.

for

545 SOUTH SECOND ST.
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ewman-Darrough Marry
In ,Impressive Ceremony.
Former San Jose State college students Miss Dorothy Ann Newman and John H. Darrough were married in an all -white ceremony in
St. Patrick’s church recently. Msgr. John McGarr, uncle of the benedict, read the rites for the couple’s double-ring, nuptials.
Identical gowns of white taffeta styled with bouffant skirts were:
worn by the three bl’idal atterk1r-1---r-r-z"
ants. Maid of Honor Miss Patsy
Cadwallader carried an old-fashioned bouquet of rose carnations
with a matchg head band. The
Misses Margot Miller and Martha
Ann Craft, secondary attendants,
carried lavender carnation bouquets and donned matching
crowns.
The bride’s white slipper satin
dress was trimmed with lace and
seed pearls. It was styled with
fitted bodice, long sleeves, and
entrain skirt. A beaded coronet
held her three-quarter length veil
which was trimmed with Chantilly
lace: She carried a lace handkerchief and bouquet of gardenias,
stephanotis and orchids.
Charles Darrough acted as best
man for his brother. Ken Aubineau and Bill Perry were ushers.
Both of the newlyweds attended
San Jose State college. The bride
was graduated from San Jose
schools. The bridegroom is affiliated with Beta Phi Sigma fraternity.

Mu Delta Pi Plans
Btirbecue Saturday
Steak barbecue Saturday, Nov.
19,11s on the agenda for Mu Delta
Pi, ’social fraternity and on -campus organization, according to
John Del Secco, publicity, recently.
Several rushees have been invited to the affair at Wieland’s
gardens. The barbecue is from 2
p.m. to 10 p.m.
Fzitertainment will include
watching the football game over
a television set, Del Secco stated.
Mr. W. Luick and Mr. L. Pratt,
faculty advisers, and Captain Agers will also attend.

Spartan Couple
Plan April Rites
An April wedding is being
planned by Miss Elizabeth Davis
and Kenneth Lucas who recently
announced her engagement.
Miss Davis is the daughter of
Mrs. Pearl A. Davis of San Jose.
The bride-to -he is a senior education major at San Jose State college where she is affiliated with
Delta Gamma sorority.
Lucas is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lester Lucas of Santa Cruz and
was graduated from California
Polytechnic college.

Coed Gets Ring
Miss Jean Kumle announced her
engagement to Don Laclerque at
a cocktail party in Oroville recently.
Miss Kumle, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold I.. Kumle of Oroville, is a junior commerce major.
She graduated from Oroville high
school in June, 1947.
Laclerque attended Washington
high school in San Francisco and
served with the occupation army
in Japan. In high school he played
football, baseball and basketball.
A sophomore physical education
major, he is pledged to Theta Mu
Sigma fraternity,
The couple have no definite
wedding plans at present

i

wriaht Ramsey,
Marry Recently

Miss Marilyn Wright became
Mrs. George Ramsey at a formal
evening ceremony in the Sacramento Pioneer Congregational
church recently.
The new Mrs. Ramsey was escorted down the flower-banked
aisle by her father, H. Gilbert
Wright. She was gowned in white
slipper satin, fashioned with a lace
yoke, peter pan collar, and long
pointed sleeves. Her fingertip veil
Was held in place by a seed pearl
cap, and she carried a bouquet of
bouvardia, carnations, and white
orchids.
Mrs. Ramsey attended McClatchy high school and Sacrament() Junior college in Sacramento. She is a member of
Kappa Kappa Gamma and Kappa Delta Pl, A General Elementary, Kindergarten-Primary major, she is In her senior year at
San Jose State college.
Ramsey is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. S. A. Ramsey of Woodland,
Calif. He attended Woodland high
school and Sacramento Junior college and is now in his senior year
here.

DZ’s. Present Tea

Virginia Donatelli
Weds D. DiVittorio
In Formal Service
Miss Virginia Ann Donatelli became the bride of Daniel DiVittorio in an impressive ceremony
recently.
The bride wore an entrain gown
of white satin trimmed with seed
pearls, and a fingertip veil was
held in place, by a pearl tiara.
As she was ,escorted to the altar
,by hat% fat,ner, sle earned a white
Bible marked with white orchids
and satin streamers.
Pink and blue slipper satin
gQwns were donned by thqftbride’s
sisters, Eleanor and Doris, who
acted as bridesmaids. They carried identical bouquets and’ completed their costumes with matching gloves and sweetheart hats.
Attendants to the bridegroom
were Wayne Nadeau and Daniel
Arena.
Following the ceremony, a reception was held at the home of
the bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Omedio Donatelli. Also present to
greet, guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Michael DiVittorio, parents of the
bridegroom.

Mu Delta Pi Initiates Two
Captain Agers of the ROTC and
Keith Nelsoh were formally initiated as members of Mu Delta Pi,
social fraternity on campus, at the
home of Mr. L. Pratt, adviser.

Grace Hall Girls Hold Dance
,
theme
Acquainted" kyet-q
With
Grace Hall members entertained
guests at a "get -acquainted" party
Friday, Nov. 4, at 391 S. Fifth
street. Theme for the evening was
"Harvest Moon."
Crepe paper frills with cornstalks and pumpkins set the scene
for games, dancing, and entertainment.
A t t ending the party were
couples Barbara Sawyer and Leon
Sawyer, Loyina Sanders and Don
Gale, Janice Harnsberger and
Hugh Riidle, Idamae German and
Don Hynes, Dorothy Jones and
Bob Bailey, Marie Gavin and Norman Schmidt, and Emmy Riedle
and Bill Adams.
Pat Kern and Ed Peterson,
Charlotte Inman and Ralph Minor,
Yolanda Vitale and Ralph Blom,
Eileen Murphy and Ken Marci,
Esther Buchner and Gilbert Sanchez, Carmen Smith and Jerry
Morrison, Norine Hodgins and
Fred Allred, Kathy Kopnick and
George Clark, Margaret Bankson
and John Shamshoian, Barbara
Friar and Bob Homes, Goldie Yee
and Tommy Hall, Les and Alice
Ferguson, Harry and Barbara McCandless.
Miss Helen Jarvis, housemother,
and Mr. and Mrs. Forster Lewis
of San Jose acted as chaperones
for the event.

Maria Gavin headed the evening’s arrangements,-- .

Jack-in-the-Box
Tells Engagement
A little note attached to a
"jack-in-the-box" revealed the engagement of Aletta ’Kellogg.. to
Jack Palsgaard at the’Velta gam.
ma house Monday evening. The
note read: "Jack popped the question, and Aletta said yes."
Miss Kellogg is a junior general elementary major at San
Jose State college and is president of the local chapter of
Delta Gamma. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs, H. E. Kellogg of Sanger, Calif.
Palsgaard is attending Santa
Barbara college. He is a junior
Physical Education major and is
working -for his secondary credential. His home is in Fresno,
Calif.
The couple are planning a summer wedding.

THE

CIRCUS
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Corner 4th & Santa Clara

Red Shoes"

IS YOUR KIND OF
MOTION PICTURE

Mrs. Ruby Stitzel, new housemother of the Gamma Lambda
chapter of Delta Zeta, was introduced at a tea in her honor Tuesday afternoon at the chapter
house.
Mrs. Stitzel came to San Jose
from the University of Montana
campus in Missoula.
Invitations were extended to all
Greek letter affiliates and housemothers of campus sororities.
Receiving line for the affair consisted of Mrs. Stitzel, Miss Adele
Thompson, chapter president, Dr.
Margaret Jones and Miss Pauline
Lynch, adviser s to Gamma
Lambda.

II’ you enjoy o worthy successor to "Henry
V","Stoirway To Heaven","Greot Expectations" and,
currently, HAMLET

IT

you welcome the screen debut of a braliont new titian -haired star like Moira Sheorer

IT

you thrill to the daring romance laid in
.
glamourous Monte Carlo
IFyou’ve hoped that some day o film would
truly copture the dance in oil its drama

Mr. and Mrs. E. Mercuri
Have New Son, Gary Nick

. . . THEN you’ll buy a ticket to se

Gary Nick is the recent addition to the Eugene Mercuri family. Gary was born November 16
and weighed seven pounds. His
mother is the former Miss Josephine Goffredo. Papa Mecuri is a
senior Industrial Arts major at
San Jose State college.

FLY
FOR S79.80
New York and Other Points
COAST TO COAST AIR SERVICE
Los Angeles-9.95 plus tea
Reservafions by Phone Only
Tickets Delivered
CYran 4-1703

Tops in TECHNICOLOR!
A NEW KIND OF MOTION PICTURE

ALL SEATS RESERVED!
EXCLUSIVE WITH US!

Twice Daily

Musical
Wedding Album
Open It And Hear
The Weckrng Marsh!
1207 E. SANTA CLARA
CYpress 3- I 20B

ADMISSION PRICES (Tax Incl.)

You can’t enjoy the game without
SILVER KHAKIS $3.95

Tickets on sale at Ferguson Music House
and Vogue Box Office.

74-

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS

Full front quarter horsehide. quilted
linedplain
or knitted cuffsfur
or plain collars. Many styles, all sizes.

57 SOUTH MARKET STREET
Phone CY 5-7755

Matinees 1.20, ISO, 1 80
t.80,. 2.40

Stad,

Leather Jackets

ECONOMY SURPLUS
STORE

2:30, 8:30

For Students and Teachers
CYpress 3-9698

VOGUE
1350 Lincoln Ave.
Willow Glen District

80c, PLUS TAX
on presentation of Student or Faculty Card.
Student Tickets must be purchased at Vogue
Box Office immediately prior to performance.
We suggest you call the Vogue before corning out
to be sure there are seats available.
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Juniors
Name
Senior Class Gives Dance
Head Wrapper Fortunes Soar;
’In Women’s Gym Tonight E. GasparProm
Of Class
Packet Collections Score
"Fifth Quarter" is the name of
the -after-game dance to be sponsored tonight in the Women’s gym
by the senior class.
"After the fourth quarter of
the game tonight come to the
,Fifth Quarter’ for a good time,"
Bill Schulz, dance chairman, said.
The dance will be held from
10 p.m. to 1 a.m. Freddie Dutton and his combo will play. Admission is 35 cents.
Mrs.. Rae Henderson, English inMr. E. W. Clements.
structor,
Personnel office counselor, and
Dr. Carl H. Rich, associate professor of education, are the patrons.
"Tonight San Jose State college
will play one of the biggest games
of the year," Belmont Reid, senior
class president, commented. "After the game, the senior class is
throwing one of the biggest dances of the year. We hope to see
.
every Spartan rooter there."

Frat Gives Smoker
"Hail, Spartan, Hail" moving.
picture was the feature entertainment at a smoker given by Chi Pi
Sigma, police fraternity, Wednesday night.
The honored guests included fifteen Police school students from
the police and penology majors.
Light refreshments were served. Arrangements for the affair
were made by Chairman Mike
Barchi, Jim Holcomb, Buck Jamison, and Jim Van Maren, according to Victor S. Fought, publicity
nicer.

Sorority Stages
Reception Sunday
Oben house will be staged by
the local chapter of Delta Zeta
Sunday, November 20, 2-5 p.m.
at the chapter house, 64 S. Tenth
street.
:nvitations have been extended
to all parents, friends, Greek letter affiliates, deans and faculty
members of the college, and alumnae of Delta Zeta.
Members of the receiving
line for the affair will he Adele
Thompson, chapter president;
Dr. Margaret Jones and Miss
Pauline Lynch, advisers to the
local group; Mrs. Ruby Stitzel,
housemother; Mrs. Louis Sinz.
..pres!dent of the Mothers’ club,
and Miss Helen Dimmick, dean
of women.
Presiding at the tea table will
be members of the San Jose alumr.ae group.

Ed Gasper was appointed committee chairman of the Junior
Prom to be held Feb. 4, 1950, at
the Civic auditorium. The date
was set at the recent’Junior class
meeting, according to Pete Cirivilleri, juhlOr clss president.
Other committee chairmen
were appointed. Aiding Gaspar,
who will act as moderator, will
be Pat Block, decorations; Bill
Ernst, publicity; Donna Plank.
!lids; Maxine Foster, patrons;
Rosemary Gouveia, entertainment; and Art Butler and Beverly Etter, band.
Standing committees for the
year are Ron La .Mar, social affairs chairman: Margie Goodie
-and Dale Brown, suggestions: and
Marlyn Miller, publicity.
I There will be no regular class
’ council meeting Wednesday. Howl
!ever, meeting of committee chairmen and anyone else of the class
’ council interested will take place
Tusday, at 3:30 p.m., in ,the Student Union committee rooms, said
Cirivilleri.

Ilubbard and McPherson Also
Voice Opinions On New League
Golden cigaret wrapper fortunes amassed during the past two
and one-half months by campus living groups are expected to have
topped the 50,000 mark when collections are turned over to Bob
Kavet, promotional manager, this afternoon.
Organisation packet collectors, counters, and stampers will ter; mlnate their back -bending tasks
’ and resume normal nicotine habits
covers

KKG’s Plan House as the race for golden
! draws to a close.
Opening Sunday
F’rats Participate .
Members of Delta Chi chapter
of Kappa Kappa Gamma Will open
their house, 196 S. Eighth street,
to parents and friends Sunday,
according to Dorothy Beall,. social chairman.
Parents and faculty have been
invited to attend the open house
from 3-5 p.m. Students and friends
may inspect the house from 7-9
p.m., Miss Beall said.

Refreshments will be served
and will be under the direction
Betty Brisbin is in charge of
of the general chairman for the
Niels Nielsen and his new wife affair, Pamela Moore, house presarrangements for the affair.
are making their home in San ident, and Marilyn Zeller.
Delta Zeta chapter house was Jose following their wedding durcompletely renovated during the ing, the summer. Mrs. Nielsen is
summer months. Its IS freshly -the former Irma Nahrs, graduatqu JOHN LOVF,S
.:11ARY
refinished rooms are the homes of U.C. Nielsen k a psychology’
of 24 members of the sorority. major on campus and is affiliated
STARTS DECEMBER 8
Helen Ohm is house manager.
with A Phi 0 fraternity.

Nielsens Live Here

=l

Honor Frat Holds Party
At Art Instructor’s Home
Members of Delta Phi Delta,
hor.orary art fraternity, entertained several potential members al
I e horno of Mrs. Gladys Vo’..;e1man, art instructor and member.
recently, according to Georgt
Mum, president.
_

SUNDAY
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GUIDE

ott.
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SOO

Student Rafe
Fed. Tax.
Total

"BOB CATS"
WITH

.30
.10
.40

"OutPost In Morocco"

GEORGE’S

Every Friday
and Saturday

AND THc

George Raft Marie
also
John
SUNDAYMONDAY

DANCING

Saratoga Theater

Carradin

"ROPE QF SAND"

EVERT NIGHT

No Cover Charge
El Camino
Palo Alto

Windsor

"C-MEN"
Dean Jnggei

10 ’til 2

ALWAYS A GOOD SHOW

AND THE GREATEST ARRAY OF
DIXIELAND JAZZ ARTISTS IN
AMERICA TODAYI

1,(

FRIDAY:tATURDAY

DANCING

YOUR A.S.B. CARD GOOD
FOR A REDUCED RATE

ZUTTY SINGLETON
BRAD GOWANS

Ns Ill

kr\ \Ws

LONGBAkti

MUSIC BY

NAPPY
LAMARE

harkS,

Claud
Burt Lancaster
Peter Lorre
also

. 1950 South First Street

Rains

"Down Dakota Way"
Roy Rogers

For DINING and DANCING
First arid

Alma Sts.
AL KEARNEY

Teleeldiot

"Chicken in the Rough"
at aid

I.

Serving Lunch and DinnerNoon ’til 9 p.m. Weekdays & Sundays
Noon ’til 10 P.M.
Friday and Saturday
Tea 3 to 5 o’clock
BEAUTIFUL BANQUET ROOM AVAILABLE
FOR LARGE PARTIES
Phone Los Gatos 251

The Timen-tittlen

Men’s and Womeres P.E.
classes held here.
Fred "Duffy" Paiva, Mgr.

RED COACH INN

Large Selection of Gifts for Party Prises

.home of

Spartan Bowlers

Rove"

No Juke loses No

EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NITE
Ultra-Modern Treatment of
GUITAR AND PIANO SELECTIONS
EXPRESSIONISTIC JAZZ
AFRO-CUBAN LATIN RHYTHMS
NOVELTY SONGS

We feature a full line of
Bowling Ball Bogs and Shoes

12 Lanes

Dancing by Candlelight

FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
Open from 10 A.M.

Phone

JOSE BOWL
Liquor

2 Miles East of Los Gatos on Hiway 17

"Up the River" in Capifola
Featuring

LAUGHS
at the

coit

,

Bowl for . . .

Le...we-P.40We ..":00CA=Or.e.07.44.000"..WW.,0-...C.,:fr.

Try 9t

to

for count in. Result t;
of the Ill ficial Sout
nd findings
,
not
ailahle until after
’1’1 tittil:giving.

Attention, Students

It

tiictr

LOS A

SUPER 1THE BEST
"Come As You Are

I

Theta Mu Sigma and Kapda Alpha fraternities have been playing the PM football scoreboard,
which is an intergral phase of the
overall contest, for the past four
weeks. Both have turned in over
4000 wrappers, and these will be
credited to their final totals. For
their efforts, the Theta Mus have
won nine cartons of smokes and
the KAs seven.
While neither Chi Omega sorority nor Delta Upsilon fraternity
has been pal ticipating in the
realm of PM pigskin prognostication, both will rank consideration
in the final tabulation because of
estimates received by Kavet.
Winners Get wards
To the living groups garnering
the greatest number of Philip
Morris cigaret wrappers per active member, will go the first
;tward, a television set with a 52
:ipiare inch screen. Those placing
two and three in the contest will
receive a radio-i ilonograh console and a table model radio, ye spec t fully.
la it diselom d that t hi wrapper... %%Inch have to hear 1 he nii/it illS name and San Jose
on

NOVEMBER 20th

BARN DANCE

5

I 72 W. Santa Clara CY 3-9727

son.,-

’IP 4.

11.,

SANTA CRUZ 1150-W
for Reservations
Fraternity or Sorority Fetes are Welcomed

41106.

NAIL

THE

TO THE HOUSE MANAGERS

We have Gobs of

For Your Punch BOM
A bride’s mother phoned from Gikoy

CHRISTMAS

thanking us for "suggesting our
FRUIT PUNCH. It was so good."
Sure to help make your parties
and doings a success.

Always Ready to Mix and Serve!

CHATTERTON’S BAKERY
221 S. Ind

BILLY WILSON, rangy
6 ft. 31/2 in. pass-grabber f rom Campbell.
Plenty rough on 2-formation qurtierbacks.
Can run when h gets
ball. 22 -year-old, 13
lb. junior.

MEL STEIN, moving
up to fill the left end
position, is terror on
defense and glue-fingered on the offense.
MEL is 22 yr old
senior and comas to
Spartenville Irons Nails’. Hie has earned
two varsity awards. is
6 H. tall, and weighs
IRS. Woos number 43.

c

All

DICK HARDING, PG GENE MENGES, 145
lb., S ft. in. recruit
ror-Old, 200 lb. Its..
or from Oaklnd. A from Fultorton J. C.
transfer from Modoto Has 36 sort 01 16 consJ.C., ha played tad- pirdissess. A 23-year-old
year for Spertane. Hot russior, ha cense to WS:
Lest year. Nails from
Solon,
e
rilllek4.
Anaheim.
ie.. but solid.

292 South Market

SAN JOSE

Nam"
No.
Pos.
22 ram Smythe
23 Archk- Cltagonjksa
24 Max Houlihan
25 Don Dambacher
26 D. Sensenbaugh
28 Al
ementina
Used Stenderd & Portable Mach:nos For Sete
29 Harry Russell
New lhwilerwood Portable "Leader- model $59.50 (plus tag) 32 Gene Menges
Eey Payment Plan
33 Gilbert Mendonsa
$4 Dick Harding
CORONAUNDERWOODROYALRENHNGTON
E
35 FA Williams
Fs. !FOG
-11
36 Jahn Steele
’’V
24 S. 2nd, CY 3-6383 37 Max
G. A. BIANCHARD
38 Ray Pou.nekoff
39 Jack Donaldson
40 Elgin Martin
41 Harry Beck
41 George Pendia
...E
4.3 Mel Stein
.H
4-1 Marvin Johnson
45 Geerge Reews
46 K..ith Carpenter .
47 Vernon A’allercamp
.11
...
48 Fred Mancini
49 Junior Morgan ..................F
50 Bob Edrolrustet
51 Chris Fascism
...E
52 George Keen(’ .........
Si Harley Dow
...T
55 Jack t’aulk
56 Harrold
.11
57 Ilarold Huxley
.E
58 James }leek
. 6
59 Vico liondlotti
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
61 Bob (’helm
6
CYpress 3-1979 62 Dick Bondelie
S S. Second Street
..T
63 Art Allen
64 Bob Hiteheoell
65 Robert Covey
66 John Smith
6
67 Bruce Holladay .......
. 6
69 Carl 1)esalvo
71 Ed Millet
..T
73 .11m 11 beelehan
77 Fred SIR a
79 Billy NVilson
....
300 Woody Linn

Coley

PIES

.

CAKES

Game

PIES"

LET’S MEET

PASTRIES

"The 21he4t Made

at the
HARRY RUSSELL,
senior from Pittsburgh,
Pa. He too, plays
rough football whether
on offense or defense.
Led Mt team in pass
intercptions 25 yrs.
OW, S ft I I in , 1112
eMinds

SOS CHEIM, only local boy to start. HO
lb. senior who didn’t
play last year. He’s 24
yrs. old, 4 ft., 1

NO PENALTY HERE

Try our pastries for your

Bristow.

next get-together.

Good Luck

FOR CLIPPING

We’re on the Winning Side

FROM BEHIND

SAN JOSE

ROSTI

rent

jkok

After the

BARBER SHOP

40 E. Santa Clara Street

46 E. SAN ANTONIO ST.

Special Rental Rates for Students
3 months $10.00

PIZZERIA NAPOLITANO

ESQUIRE

OPEN 24 HC

San Jose Typewriter Co.

in San Jose

Television
Fine Food Beverages
KEYES AT TENTH SAN JOSE
Jimmy Andy
Vic

Cong
Quick Service

Manufacturing Jeweler

for

Punta and Spaghetti and Meatballs

36 W. SAN FERNANDO

9iefopv

Charki

TYPEWRITERS

the best

KEYES STREET
CLUB

HASTY TA
J1otTee

SERVING

Op," 11:00 to 1:00 A.M. Daily
Saturday till 200 A.M.
Suniey 3:30 to 4:00

at

GIFTS

Opposite YWCA CY 4-3717

ITALIAN AND AMERICAN DINNERS

Make a Dat
.Meei. Your F

am
DON DASABACHER
t -footed halfback
from Sonora, weirs
number 25, has two
years experience junior, 22 yrs. old, 5 ft.
10 in , and weighs 146.
Injured in tto Stanford
game after giving
good showing of himself. Has gained an
avg. of 4.5 yds. in II
time; carrying ball.

411111m.

VICO BONDIETTI, No.
51, is
ornicis from
Patterson and has parroted two major
awrds in football
Probable starter in the
Left guard slot tonight. Fully recovered
from injury received in
Stanford game. VICO
is 24, weighs 115, and
Is S ft. S in. tall.

Pat 9ePpape

Restaurant
WE WILL BE OPEN TILL 4 A.M.

Santa Clara at Twelfth Street

..00lOamplas

$294a Pal
Sa l
35 (.u,
38 Bill
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
48
50
52
54
3537
58
63
72
73
74
75

Ke
Al
Al
Jai
Da
Jot’
Al t
Da
Vic
14a1
J1nr
Nay
WII

7789 jolll
3i

a

82 SOUTH FIRST ST.
ON.

VARSITY-TOWN SUIT
FREDDIE SILVA, sporting number 77 on his
Wore weighs in at an
even 200 lbs , is an
ven sin foot, 2: yrs
old, and
sensor.
FRED is two-year letterman and hails from
Oakland. Was injured
in the Santa Clara
gmis, but is back in
form again

23 din
25 Gel
27 Jot
28 -Lai

he starts fast for
big man. Switched
from end three years
, ago, he is a good dilemma tackle. 23 Years

Store for Men

in a

JACK FAULK, 2111 lb ,
6 ft. co-captain who
made Little All-Coast
second team last year.
IS yrs. old. A senior
from Daly City.

1176, pith:
19119p1
21 ’Lai
22 Jot

ior,

"Style Score"

STARLITE
DRIVE-IN

14- Dli

HARLEY DOW, 220 lb.,
s ft. 2 in. Co-ciostofIT
frosts Tvjunga. A sen-

Ail old

PILE UP A HIGH

After the game
Let’s Meet at the

No.
2 Tr
5 Gli
9 Ha
10 To
11 Pa

Exelusive Patterns
Patch Pockets
Low roll lapels
Longer length
Broad shoulders
Inside pen and
pencil pocket

J. S. WILLIAMS
227-233 South First St.

A GOOD E
NATIONAL CAMPU!
Membership open to students
your NCC card from our campus raps.
4th and San NIT
UNION STATION

SAYE
and S
107. off on Men’s Clothes
Flowers, 1
IS% off on Jewelry,
Photography, Shoe Repair and S

Car Owners!

Cc

1c off per gel: (UNION MOM -IS% off on Paris and Accssories Bo/

(All Auto Lubricat
15%, OFF ON SKI EQ
G

toed savings or your

STUDENT-OWNED AND OPERATED

ita.mommomem. aUlmOINIIINIMIMMISIONIMMINISIMMINIMEIE=C2L:

E GAELS.
RESTAURANT

ffee Shoppe

Specializing in
DOUBLE-DECKER

HAMBURGERS

Congenial Atmosphere
uick Service

OPEN DAILY, 9 A.M. to 1 P.M.
CLOSED TUESDAYS

24 HOURS

1 Block off W. San

San Jose -Los Gatos Highway

Carlos

Phone CY 3-8673

San Jose

iTERS
Pots.

Name

2 Tom Byron
11

5 Glen Bell

JOHN BERGAMINI,
also a fine blocker, is
used mainly on offense
anottsr foreignHe
ff. from far of Mt.
Cermel high in Chicago. A 20.year-old jun
ior, he tosses around
In lb. on a 5 ft. 1 in.
tram. Is sharp center.

BILL SHERMAN, switched to end from half
by Coach Joe Verducci
this year, is naturally
an excellent pass receiver. A junior from

9 Harry Atkinson

halfback last season,
so he can go in open.

12 Pucka rd Harrington

t’

16 Dick Bertain

McGeehan
.11 17, Dan
19 Bob Stodola

r

CLASS RINGS!

SPARTAN DO -NUT SHOP

* See Carl Holmberg, now
Campus Representative for
PAUL HUDSON . . .

Coffee & 2 Plain Donuts still
150

OFFICIAL S. J. STATE COLLEGE RINGS
Available on Hudson’s Easy Credit Terms

OPEN ’TILL I A.M. TONITE
Open 6:30 A.M. to 12:15 A.M. Daily

21 Larry Warmack
22 John Bergaminl

125 South Fourth Street San

..:F 23 Jim Ortllet
. E
2.5 Gene Vargas
N’
27 John Fanuka
T 28 Larry Wonderling
E
29 Sam Panotieh

Jose

2Iyer
GUN BELL,
old sonior from Oxnard, is th other Gest
pots fIKSSIMSIH. H. is
170 lb., 5 ft. 10 in.
"Ding Dong" played
for two pears is reSKY Mt* r
proving
Airmen
in
Oregon
heart-break/re of last
year.

AL BEASLEY, tom remnant of the "Whiz
Kids" of 11145 Sugar
Bowl fame, he is Gaels
candidate for All-Coest
guard. At I ff., 210 lb.,
Al is 22-yearold senile* from Maywood in
sovtitern California. He
is smart, an inscellent
blockor, and quick to
putt down ball-carirs.

H
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33
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74
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Jim Dohrott
Lou Bradslea
Bob Lamp
John Mien
Jim Pflueger
K. V. Johnson
Ken Mire,’
Al Beasley
Al VVIIIInma
John Mapeill
MM Haffner
Joe Ittsbay
Al ’aidlx
Das.. Mare4411
Vic Balzano
Larry McInerney
Jim Shanks
Norm Ingebrigtsen
VIII Sullisan
John Osmundsen
Mike Conforti

The Place To Meet

Phone CY 2-5502

Immediate Delivery

HOLLAND CREAMERY
520 E. Santa Clara Street
OPEN DAILY 10 A.M. to 2 A.M.
OPEN TONITE ’TILL 3 A.M.

Ws the

Cambrian Gardens
on Los Gatos Road

"When Food Excels it Sells
. . . and Sells"

W. C. Lean, ciewer3
-9 L
JA7VIS, 70 -year -

sem-

o, is the braiits and

for

arm of the St. Mary’s

tched

offnse. His faking hrs.

years

improved, and he nas

d de-

Ivroys

LEAN & JUNG
Silverware
Diamonds Watches
Fraternal Jewelry

been able to

FIRST & SAN FERNANDO

long ball He is

CYpress 3-7207

5 ft. 10 in. and IRO lb.

IOD DEAL!
L CAMPUS CLUB
13.00 A YEAR. Get
lents ONLY
campus reps, or at AL ALDRIDGE’S
and San Fernando.

SAVE!
:lothes and Smokr’s Supplis
Icy, Flowers. Watch Repairs,
Repair arid Sporting Goods.

Car Owners!
5c off per qt. Oil.
)11 7600)
ccessories Body and Fender Work.

ubricat ion $1.00)
)N SKI EQUIPMENT
ngs or your monsly back!!!

mosolININIM\

BILL BARE. ISO lb 5
ft. II in. sophomore
he is member of shock
troops who played under Verducci at Poly
high in ’Frisco. Bill,
20-years -old, opened the
season as first-string
drefensiv back. Hat
proven himself as powerful plunger.

at

d itr:Of ff0,11 Modes -

D OPERATEDNCCCY

WILL SULLIVAN, S It
in., ITO-lb. guard
from Dos Palos, mad*
the first string last
sophornor.
year as
’Wildcat" is Ilse brains
of the defensive line.
H. pulls out of lin
with plenty of speed
opposing
block
to
backs.

GIFTS OF QUALITY

MON

toss

William and Tenth

Open 9 A.M. to 10 P.M.

30 lb.,

years

CREDIT JEWELER
275 S. FIRST ST., SAN JOSE, CALIF.

For the Finest Food
in San Jose
at

Armstrong’s
Prescription Pharmacy
No Parking Difficulties

PAUL HUDSON
Drive In

flu Pat Doherty .
. C
38 Bill Bare
..6
39 Frank (’assiara

For further information visit

TOILETRIES

SODA FOUNTAIN

35" Guy V tribal

17 E. Santa Clara Street

Ifs time to order

10 Torn Dogger
14 Bill Sherman

"KNOWN FOR GOOD FOOD"

yearsb.

soYhIrcleekr, maiahf:t w2:sin., 1 tilel

THE BEST
BY ANY ODDS

ST. MARV’S

Q

AO,

DRIVE-IN

E-

Y TASTY

..H

4

A GOOD PLACE TO GO!

at the new

at

Pon. No.

albr

ANYTIME . . .

a Date . . .
(Our Friends

lara Street

4,

DAN McGEEHAN,
small at 5 ft. 10 in.
and 175 lb., n is
Gaels’ best all -wound
end. Daniel
Patrick
comes from far away
Philadelphia. A 20year -old junior, he is
particularly adept at
turning in opposong
sweeps.

R. V. JOHNSON, 6 ff.
2 in.. 233 lb. senior
from Los Itingliss, is
nothr Gael "all-star"
possibility. He is fast
big man, and is
for
lower of strength on
defense at tackle He
and Beasley have own
signals whrle olAying
right side of line. Now
22 years old, he made
All-Carholic team last
year.

TYPEWRITERS
RENTED

HUNTER PETERSON
OM

EQUIPMENT COMPANY
CYpress 4-2091

San Jose-Los Gatos Highway 17
At Union Avenue

Telephone Campbell 2238

at

MAUER’S RESTAURANT

Smith-Corona & Royal
PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS

Cambrian Bavarian Gardens

Meet your friends
after the game

Late Model, Standard Typewriters, Free Delivery
ALL MAKES

7 I E. San Fernando
27534

Featuring Dutch Cookery

175 South First Street
FRANK CASSARA, kit,
1110 lb., carried the of-

fonsiv load in "Littler Big" gamer last rival
sod can be rasper-cted
to repeat. A 21 -yea, old junior, he hails
from San Fernando. An
excellent runner.

JOHN MAPELLI, game
captain for the Gaels
against SJS tonight, cc
from
switched
was
guard to tackle last
season. Now, h is
team’s most dependable lineman. A 26year -old senior irons
Richmond, John it
ft. II in. and 215 lbs.

Tasty Home-Made Desserts
Open 6 A.M. to 12 P.M.
Four Blocks From College

,r’

inNurritx
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Large Field Expected Sports Closeups
In Annual Turkey Trot

’Largest Ever’, Sez
Bob
Portal of Annual
Dubbers Novice Tourney

AL IS (We Of TiVE SAKOL LEST MEW
04/ TN.E .f.floRr.one Je4i.49.9 aTAAe0//Y
S’El" Tit& AWL) HZ/Gil/MS /.1-5

els
.

"The 13th Annual Novice Tournativist will be the largest boxing
tournament ever held in San
Jose," so states Boxing Coach Dee
Portal. There are 15 teams entered so far representing. some "80
.
pugilistic powers.
11
’Pere wry oply 64 stuargeilkered
In the NCAA boxing todifsffilient
held last year at Michigan State
college and if the entries keep
coming in there might be close
to 100 men in this year’s tourney.
With the close of football season
next Friday, several more entries
should come in from members of
the football squad.
Wes Mathews’ Theta Chi team
should have a good chance of copping several wins. Mac Martinez
and Tom Clayton. co-managers for
the Collegiate Christian Fellowship entry, believe they have a
winner or two, and Vic Viviano’s
Freshman team hope to share
a victory for the fresh.
In any event, Portal says that
in all probabilities there will be
one afternoon of bouts in addition to the four nights planned.

By TED BREEDEN
Dean Paul Pitman officially announced yesterday that he would
don his silk topper and armed with his trusty, rusty revolver would act
as starter for the sixth annual Turkey Trot to be held at 12:30, Tuesday, Nov. 22.
Homecoming queen, Debris Peterson, will be on hand at the
beginning of the race at the Men’s
Mike Rivera rambled home for a
gym and will make the presentafifth place to once more put the
and
duck
goose,
turkey,
the
tion of
boxers on top for organization
chicken to the first, second, third,
prize. Portal is hoping to see his
and fourth runners to finish.
boys continue their own tradition
otforTER TRAYNA w/7,5
The Trot, as in the past, will .of coming out on top.
New cross country coach Walt
be a handicap event with the
Ale/.47:, /X( 7P0.4’
less experienced runners havHenley has been receiving all
Tome ..110.,e Y oa0V.1770AI
ing a maximum three block
entries and he hopes to receive
ArotedO
A1/47/VE
head start over the favorite,
more before the handicapping
C,60.4904 E adze. . cross country team co-captain
and compiling of a form chart
Dore Purdy.
for Tuesday’s paper. contact
.v.e its TAW .4~0 7.4"2Several fraternities have al- coaches Braley and Bud Winter
Soll.fiel /WI ATEC.E/Aces.
ready indicated their intention to or Turkey Trot general Chairenter runners, but others should man, Ted Breeden by 2 p.m.
enter as many men as possible Monday if you are planning to
to meet that need for a bird on enter.
The field already includes such
the dinner table on Thanksgiving
illustrious runners as the "Clipday.
per" team composed of Jack
Boxers Good in Past
Faulk, Art Allen, Harley Dow,
In the past the boxing team has
and anchor man Woody Linn. A
sported a pretty fine record as far
newly compiled team to ’rival the
as turout and running ability.
aforementioned flashes has been
Year before last Coach Dee Portal
STARTS DECEMBER 8
entered by the police school. Provhad 17 of his men entered’ and
ing that they have strong arches
boxer Wayne Fontes won the orand fleet feet will be Joe (I alganization prize with a fourth
ways get my turkey) DeSoto,
place. Last year the boxing team Johnny (I sat on
my badge) Johnrep2ated as 13 men signed up and
ston. Warren (where’s the patrol
car) Ramey, and anchor may Bob
(Dead -eye, but not dead feet)
Tobin.
7th & Virginia
San Jos.
Wrestlers
Phil
Bray and
Phone CYpress 2-5437
John Jackson, former San -Diego
HOURS: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
JC distance" man Tom Esparza,
SAT.: B A.M. to 6 P.M.
and the entire cross country
SUN.: 10 A.M. to 3 P.M.
team composed of Dore Purdy,
SOAP FREE
SOFT WATER
Marion Day, Jim Lund, Norman
By GEORGE McDONALD
DRYER SERVICE
Rottelo,
Jim
Simpson,
Bob
SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. I7San Jose State and Stanford
Weber, Al Weber, Doug PresPlenty of Free Parking
tage, Darrell Dukes, Bill Head, I carried on their habit of going all out in water polo, as they went a
Elwood Millar, Dan Sawyer and I good two hours in the 01 mpic club
Nell Williams all signed up ’ poor here tonight. The never-sayearly and will compete.
die Spartans edged the Rig Red,
!12-1,oiterr six groVitViiree-mink
qatek(1
At time periods.
S
eoSan Jose
win leAtikittitanford out of the
l’A.A tourney, as they had lost to ;
C6.’"irrrn 7r2;i7=Zir.MM:47.=
California earlier in the evening.. ;
The two schools, located within I
10111.111ri:,
29.95
TOP COATS
,I 25 miles of each other, had alreadyl
You can be dry in wet weather
and
.95
100% Virgin Wool Sport Shirts
I tied twice during the regular seaLi.:4=.2’
I
if your clothes are weatherson, 3-3 at Palo Alto and 9-9 in
88 S. SECOND
’ San Jose. They threw in an overDELICIOUS
proof, rain- or snow-resistant.
time period in the latter contest,
’ but this one tonight was the pinDon’t wait bring them
now
nacle, with he game ending in a
Guaranteed
itie six times.
FINE WATCH REPAIRING
to
The whistle blew first at 6-all.
and
Free Estimate,
I But many milnutes and groans litt135-ETSAN-FERNANDOCY-S-T82rJ.
ler, thalWo teams, thoroughly exhausted, were tied at 10-10. In
the sixth overtime, Norm Keeler
and George Haines both scored for
Phone CYpress 2-7920
the Gold and White to put the
Permanent Waving
Hair Shaping Hair Tinting and
Indians a big two-down. Ralph
183-185 E. SANTA CLARA 57.
Stokely scored for Stanford, but
San Carlos and Aleuickn
Corner THIRD & SAN ANTONIO
the damage was done. Once again
the clock ran out, but this time
one team had a higher score than
the other.
San Jose State,and Stanford had
Plcrd’ Arrangements for all occasions. Corsages are our
to play two games, and then come
cty. Campus Cards receive 15% discount.
to a neutral pool to fight through
CY
4-6595
234 S. SECOND
a marathon event like this before
the Spartans could claim -an advantage in water polo.
Keeler and flames each scored
five goals for San Jose. Dick GarONLY
All makes of Fountain Pens and Mechanical Pencils Repaired . . .
rett and Al Grass each scored one
Ronson Lighters sold and repaired . . . Largest stock of Writing In.
apiece. Dirikelspiel was high scorer
struments in San Jose.
with six Indian tallies.
By Winning tonight, San Jose
CY 5- 1820
88 E. SAN FERNANDO
goes on in consolation play here
41 S. MARKET ST., SAN JOSE
tomorrow night. COP and Californittz favored to fight it out
t
unagy.xxasam...
"Custom Juwerh -DevigneciHEAD CONTEST ENDS
Demand for Better Quality at Attractive Prices ... Gifts
The "Spartan Head" contest will
for AD Occasions.
close officially this afternoon at
10 E. SAN FERNANDO
9:00 p.m. All entries must be
EXCEPTIONALLY LOW PRICE
turned
in at that time.
Better wearing, highest quality, woven
plastic seat covers with leatherette
trim on Cu hien and.backrest. All
seams reinforced. Deluxe tailored.
’ Solid Back I Split-Back Club Coupe
Coupe
Coup*
Coach-Sed.

JOHN LOVES MARY

AUTOMATIC
SELF-SERVICE
LAUNDRY

Beat Stanford
In Polo Orgy

WHY BE
HALF SAFE?

Business Directory

ART MARTINEZ MEN’S WEAR,

RANCHBURGERS
HOT TAMALES

GARDEN CITY
CLEANERS

A. J. STADHEIM

CHILI

ANDREE’S

BEAUTY BOX

DRIVE-IN

HOUSE OF FLOWERS

Brand New

UKULELES
$325

THE PEN MAN

.

CALIFORNIA LOAN OFFICE

TROPICAL ART SHOP

SEAT COVERS
PLASTIC

rfr

$10.95

$13.95

’

$19.85

QUALITY FIBRE SEAT COVERS
Heavy fibre with bright colored leatherette him. Reinforced seems
Coach or
Solid-lick 1 Split-Back
Coup.
Sedan
Coupe

$4.95

$6.95

$10.95

and up

and up

end up

AMERICAN AUTO SUPPLY
Northeast Corner 3rd and Santa Clara

sittaffillithi-
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Nifty Gael Runner Cassara

Thrust and Parry
Out on. Limb. .
Dear Thrust and Parry: Its
been a long time since San Jose
State has had a good excuse for a
celebration. Tonight Maybe, maybe, well, it will be the night for
such a celebration!
Stanford beat USC, the Indians
were underdogs, and San Jose
State is the underdog tonight.
Therefore it follows that we can
and will beat St. Mary’s. Sportswriter Hal %Mood picked State over
USF, and he was wrong, this time
he has picked State over St:
Mary’s, and he won’t be wrong. If
he is right, Oscar Fraley will be
wrong!
Everyone is saying that State
should win, and that on paper we
have them licked; Remembering
what happened last year in the St.
Mary’s game doesn’t substantiate
this. However there will be no
fumble-itis tonight. A fast charging line will be more than a match
for the Gaels, and an alert pass
defense will ruin their passing attack.
Its no fun being out on a -limb
in making predictions, but State
will have everything on the field
it takes to win
so take State
to win by 6.
Art Brickey, ASB 3887; Milt
Richards, ASB 4409; Scott
Hubbard, ASB 3205; Rick
Schuman, ASB 4912.
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FRANK CASSARA, star of last week’s game with the Broncos,
has powerful leg drive and can cut back without losing much speed.
He came into his own as right halfback in the San Jose State game
of last year, where he was the best runner under the lights.
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15,000 Expected to View As...

ZEE

State Has , Last Chance
In Gael Contest Tonight
Beat Moragans Come Bad Place or,
High Water, Say Fifteen ’Seniors
"Last time in ’49" will be the motto San Jose State’s Spartans
will carry into their grid encounter with St. Mary’s tonight in Spartan
Stadium before an estimated 15,000 fans. And Coach Bill Hubbard’s
crew isn’t fooling one bit when they say they want this game for
two big reasons.

Jr

’5

For one thing, San Jose has
never beaten St. Mary’s in football, and for another, tonight will
be the last time for the 1949
Spartans to carry home that long
awaited victory over a major pigskin power.
15 Seniors In Last Appearance
Fifteen sCniori will play their
last home football game for San
Jose tonight, and to a man they
have avowed to beat the Gaels.
And the Moragans can be taken.
Seven teams have done it this
jeer in no uncertain terms, but
still the Gaels will come into tonight’s contest favored by one
point in most betting circles.
Led by quarterback Dick Jarvis, halfbacks Frank C.assara,
Glen Bell, and Dave Marceill,
and linemen R. V. Johnson and
Al Beasley, the Gaels have been
a hot and cold ball club through
the ’49 seasoncold when they
played the tough ones, hot
against the weak opponents.
Jar,,yis’ passes have been the
main offensive weapon for coach
Joe Verducci’s men, as have State
quarterback Gene Meneges’ heaves
proved the spark for the Spartans.
With both of these air-minded fellows set to exercise their right
flippers, the game promises to be
anything but a wishy-washy low
scoring affair.
"Toes" May Decide
The score may be close enough.
however, that an extra point could
’decide the game. For the Gaels.
Lou Bradvica, Larry Warmack, ,
and Cassara take turns doing the ,
conversion booting. The Staters
have a variety of "Toes" ranging
from Woody Linn, down through
halfback Gibby Mcndonsa, and
tackle Jack Faulk.
The fifteen seniors that will
carry State colors in their last
home game are backs Fred Silva, Jack Donaldson, and Harry
Russell, tackles Art Alien, and
co -captains Jack Faulk and Harley. Dow, guard Vice Bondietti,

3 p.m. Is Deadline
Three p.m. today is the deadline
for obtaining free tickets to the
St. Mary’s football game. The
costlesi cardboards are available
to ASB card holders at the office
of Graduate Manager Bill Felse.
No student tickets will be issued
at the gate tonight. Get your
ticket on time and cheer the
Spartans to victory!

By JOHN ROMERO and WADE-WILSON
In 1947, a Stanford football team which was one of the won’t,
referring to its record, in the history of the :000 scared the daylights
out of a highly favored University of California squad in the "Big

Game" only to lose 21-18 to the
Bears in the dying minutes of the of seniors, and juniors, and sophgame.
omores that are out to win’ this
The next year, virtually the .gansgrand isccp their record clean.
’next/la/y,.e dum’ped Santa Clara,
sf4We, StalTAPA te.4"11-ihWt*tatki;.
ly the same California team Wiscoh.41n, St. Wry,:k, Washington
which hadn’t lost a gameto a State, Washington, Southern Cal7-6 win. Saturday, the two schools ifornia, Oregon, UCLA, and Oremeet again in what will be, from gon State. Last year these same
a spectator and nationwide view- Bears dumped all of the teams on
point, the biggest of all "Big their schedule only to lose to a
Games."
powerful Northwestern team in
To the winner, to all intents the Rose Bowl.
and purposes, will go the Rose
The Golden- Bear loves the
Bowl bid. The Bears were in
smell of roses and will be out
last year, the Indians not since
to prove to the football world
1940.
and to Stanford that last year’s
This year, also, new blood 7-8 win was no fluke. Big Truck
courses in the veins of both teams. Cullom, Jim Turner, George
The Cardinals, well stocked with Souza, Pete Schabarum, Billy
stars such as End’ Bill McColl, Montague, Jim Monachino, and
Halfbacks Harry Hugasian and then there’s always Bob Celeri.
Eric Southwood, and Quarter- "Celery Head" as he was somebacks Dick Horn and Gany Ker- times called for his erratic playkorian from Stanford’s ’48 frosh ing of last year. Not this year.
eleven, have dropped but two ball Now it’s double A Bob Crier!.
games all season. They also were
It will be a strictly invitationtied by a strong Santa Clara elev- only party. And invitations are
en.
selling from the standard price
One loss was a 27-7 tilt with of a "fin" a seat up to the scalpMichigan, and the other a 14-7 ers price of a c-note for a pair.
decision to UCLA. Indian Coach Those lucky peoples that file into
Marchie Schwartz is determined the Stanford stadium come Saturto finish out this season with but day won’t be the only ones to see
those two defeats, and the tie, the game. All the thirstquenching
and California is his only obstacle. parlors in the area will be jampacked and those homes that have
Band of Cripples
9
For the Bears, Coach Pappy TV sets will be bulging from the
Waldorf has stumbled along with seams. I wonder if .Pappy Wala band of cripples, but keeps on dorf’s set will be in use in front
winning games. You Can’t sell the of the California bench. Maybe
Waldorf short. He’s got a gang I could see it from there!

NOMECOMIIIS TIME...
’
WS’

See
the
BIG GAME
in
auditorium . .

okePril
Vite
ti t(

ends Junior Morgan, Mel Stein,.
George Keene and John Smith,
and centers Bob Chelm and Bob
Covey.
The Spartans are in good condition, possibly their best of the
year, missing only Al Cementina
Who was injured in the San Diego
game. The kickoff is set for 8 p.m
The starting lineups:
Saint Mary’s
San Jose State
LER Sherman
Morgan
Faulk (C-Capt.) LTR Johnson
LGR Beasley
Harding
Bergamini
C
Chrim
RGL Sullivan
Bosdietti
D v (Co-CapL) RTL .Mapeill
REL McGeehan
Stein
JR Ms
Menges
Q
Cassara
RH
Russell
Bell
LH .
M. Johnson
Bare
F
Silva
.

Indians Close to Bears
In ’47 and ’48; Now-1949

Time for
Extra SAVINGS
Save % the Cost of Driving

fxtra CONVENIENCE
Direct Service and Frequent
Schedules Everywhere
Sample Lew Fares from
SAN JOSE
STOCKTON
$135
2.00
SACRAMENTO
2.90
FRESNO
1.50
MONTEREY
P1.. Ploemal Two
guy gond Trip
Mont

Tleksb...Sen

SAN JOSE SPEEDWAY

,HART’S AUDITORIUM

Everybody can sit
on the 50-yd. line
You don’t have to worry if the
line is long enough or if you’ll
have a stripe up your back
IF YOU

SEE THE BIG GAME
ON

TELEVISION
AT THE

SAPPHIRE
189 S. 1st

DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

BRING THE BIG GAME
INTO YOUR HOME
And see
MILTON BERLE
LIFE OF RILEY
ARTHUR GODFREY

HARD TOP RACES!

Tully Road Near Hillview Golf Course 1

vs. Stanford tussle
50 -yard line slat reserved for you in our Audi. . . and +here’s
torium when you see the game televised, So plan to come on down.

CV 6-4151

MARKET

GREYHOUND

Sunday Afternoon, 2:15
The Most Exciting
Auto Sport.You’ve. Seen!

Game time is 1:45 this Saturday for California

eallsbreTripl

C. Brockway
25 SOUTH

via hoffman television

MS ROA*
SATSK011t

2

77C

czo
POST ST.... SWAY lel

ED WYNN
INSIDE U.S.A.
HOPALONG CASSIDY

ON A NEW CORONADO $239 TV SET
EACH WEEK
FOR AS LITTLE AS $2.50 WEEKLY

WeJtent StoPeAl
215W. SANTA CLARA

LOW TERMS
BIG VALUES

CY 4-0892
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PROPOSED NEW LOOP FINE, BUT.

’Provision Should Be
Made for Minor Sports,’
Says SJ’s Hartranft
By JOHN ROMERO
I

Sgeolan Daily Sporn Eclitor

"I wauld not be In fakir of the proposed new conference of
Western independents, St. Mary’s, Loyola, Nevada, Santa Clara,
USF, College of Pacific and San Jose State, if it did not contain some
provision for minor sports," said Glen S. Hartranft, San Jose State
director of athletics, in an interview yesterday.

A conference based on one sport
"would not be successful," Hartranft said. However, ’Tiny" expressed genuine interest in the
formation of the proposed new
league, and made a flat statement,
"very fine" in connection with
the posibilities of the conference,
once formed.
The chief problem to be overcomo at this juncture is the bringing together of-. the .schools concerned for an open discussion of
the proposed -loop. Obviously, it is
not for San Jose State to sponsor
such a meeting, as the Spartans
being to the California
Athletic association at the present time.
However, as: all San Joae foot-,
ball contracts with other_ Mernbers of the CC,AA come Up for
renewal this. year, State, if it..ktft
the CCAA, Would’ bebreakirig net
agreements.
. . ,
It the conference expects: to
reach maturity, plans must be formulated in the not too distant
future, as all .schools concerned
have conflicting ’foot’ball agreements through 1951, in several instances.
Minor sports, especially baseball, would be a sore point irlany
meeting of representatives of the
seven schooli Concerned. At present, St. Mary’s and Santa Clara
are in a baseball loop known as
the C1BA which includes Pacific
schools. To
Conference
Coast
agree with Hartranft’s viewpoint,
both obviously would have to desert this organization to play in
the new. league.
In other Sports besides the "big
four"football, ’track, baseball,
and basketballsome of the proposed conference members are already quite advanced.
At San Jose, 16 sports are considered as "major". USF is the
least advanced in the number of
sports, but College of the Pacific
and Nevada have been making
strides in tennis, golf and water
polo.
San Jose State Football Coach
Bill Hubbard thinks the new conference would be "the only smart
thing to do." He contends that
the San Francisco ’49ers have
skimmed the cream of the attendance from Kezar stadium, and
since such teams as Santa Clara
lose money by bringing big time
teams like SMU’ to Kezar, then
the time is at hand for a drastic
change.
For San Jose State to enter a
conference of this caliber would
be a big boost for Spartan athletics. "At one time or another,"
states San Jose basketball Mentor
Walt McPherson, "we have beaten every one of the proposed
members in something, thus we
have proved we can handle ourselves in that type of competition."

10th & William

CY 2-5502

Novice Wrestlers
Go at It in Gym
gie Accurso, and Ralph Morocco
are all aspirailTh in this weight.
This morning starting at 10, Adolph Kelley enters for the San
one of the biggest aggregation of Francisco team.
collegiate and novice wrestlers
begin the elimination tournament
Jim Spence
Rudy Renille, and.
to determine who shall take home W. B. Keith are all mitered in
the firit, second, and third place the 165 pound class for San Jose
medals in the AAU Noyice Tourn- apd will be meeting one mail .from
ament.
’ Cal: and,three from 11}e1,O1ytppic,,,
Entering the 121 pound clads Clab. The Miller- brothers, !Vick
for San Jose State will be Joe and George, and Roy Gaskin are
Killeen and may go unopposed. the entrants, from the Bay area.
Bob Anderson, San Francisco
In the 175 pound weight diviState, will be the sole entry in
the 128 pound class unless San sion, San Jose has entered two
Jose Coach Ted Mumby comes up men, San Francisco State, one,
and Oakland Y, one. Cal has two
with a 128 pounder.
men in this division. Ray Lyon Jr.,
In the 135 pound class, San and Ray Mollenhauer have enter-’
Francisco State has entered two ed for San Jose. Bob Brandenberg
men with none of the other five will compete for San Francisco,
schools entering men in this and Bob Beveridge will be the
weight. San Jose has entered six Oakland Y entry.
menGarland Armstrong,
Fred
Russell. Summers, of tart Jose
Jobs, Gerald Boyd, Don YamamoAlbert Malone of the
to, John Jagger, and John Mc- State,
are the sole entrants
Sweeneyin the 145 pound class. Oakland
Bob Cunningham of San Francis- in the 181 lb. weight. Jerry Deco and one man from California Amicis and Bay Sammons will
round out the entries in this di- meet for first place in the unlimited’ weight division. DeAmicis is
vision.
from San Joge and Sammons is
San Jose again takes the lead from San Francisco.
in men entered in the 155 potind
These matches will go on all
weight division with five entries. day until the winners have been
Jew Thornley, Bob Menzies,’ Aug- declared in --all. weight classes.
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161 South First Street
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piccadilly
tie

-rma NEW (*mew’s!
low-gliding little casual
that hops lightly, blithely into
Fall.

A style -scoop

headed for much excitement,
put Piccadilly first
On

your campus
wont list.

8

Try VARIETY MIX
A box containing 20
differen t candies with
If,.

famous

standard

O’Brien

of quality!

0’

;

LB.

WHEN YOU WANT IT

Armstrong’s

League I
W L Ties
Ghost Riders
2
0
0
0
0
Chi Pi Sigmas
1
0
1
0
Hillel
0
2
0
Quiff Grinders
League
3
0
0
Vaqueros
1
0
Music Department
2
Delta Sigma Phi
1
2
0
0
3
0
KSK Kids
Open eague Results
’two gameS’ Were replayed in
lte intramuMI Open Touch-frtball league.
Alpha Eta Sigma
scored three times for at 18-0
victory over the Rams. The Marauders won from Pratt Fratus,
13-0.

Nail the Gael!

FAST
SERVICE
on
PRESCRIPTIONS
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

League Standings
-Touch Football

.terVS"
011414u.ned .11744444441444ndopesaudb; the
O’Brien family since 1868.

149 South First
’\
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AWS Needs Volmiteers Penology Honor
Organization Gets
For Christmas Campaign Faculty Approval
Women Plan Big and Little -Sister Party,
Discuss First ’Sing’ For San Jose State

ift

A plea for girls to aid the Associated Women students in their
Christmas seal sale campaign has
been issued by Marilyn Zeller,
AWS president.
Miss Zeller ’urges any girls who
nave free time Nov.’ 28 to contact
Joan Broadhead if they can donate that time to help in emptying envelopes.
The Associated Women students also are planning a party
In the Student Union on Dec.
14, from 4 to 5:30 p.m. All new
women students and AWS girls
are invited to attend, Miss Zeller states.
Chairman for the affair is Lynn
MacDonald. She will be assisted
by Barbara Queenie and Betty
Amick, who are in charge of entertainment, and Joan Merritt,
who will plan and handle the refreshments.
Decorations are in charge of
Eleanor Eades and Betty Ishimatsu and Agnes Herschbach
heads the cleanup committee.
The party is part of the Big
and Little Sister program, which
starts every fall quarter with a
welcoming tea for new women
Students.
The group also discussed plans
for next quarter. For the first
time in the history of San Jose
State college, a "sing" will be
held for all women’s organizations Including housing groups,
Miss Zeller reveals,
Letters of information will be
sent to the groups concerning the
sing, which will be held the first
week of March. "March Melodies"
is the name that has been chosen,
Miss Zeller states.
There will be no sleeting of the
AWS next week, due to the
Thanksgiving vacation, Miss Zeller says.

Finance Men Here
Two representatives of the California Department of Finance are
visiting this week on the campus
of San Jose State college, studying administrative procedures being followed by tIce college.
Richard Loomis and EVerett
Chandler are touring all state
colleges to familiarize themselves
with special difficulties existing at
each college with respect to handling of college finances.

Spartan Daily
SAN JOSE STATE C011(LEGE
Entered as second crass matter April 24, 1134,
at San Jose, California, under the act of
March 3, 1871.
Full leased wire service of United Press.
Press of the Globe Printing Company, 1448 S.
First St., San Jose, California Member, California Newspaper Publisher’s Association.

A PENNY SAVED

’Faust’ Breaks
Dept. Records
The Speech and Drama department’s production of Goethe’s
"Faust," which closed last night,
was a record -breaking show in
many ways, according to the department.
More than 2000 people saw the
show, and it easily could have run
for another week, according to
Mrs. Verda Jackson, department
secretary, who turned away hundreds of people. The show was
sold out for every performance,
including standing room, she said.
Technically, "Faust" was unique. It had one of the largest
crews in Little Theater history,
according to Technical Directors
Mr. James Lioi and Mr. Douglas
Morrisson.
Sets by Mr. J. Wendell Johnson
and costumes by Miss Bernice
Prisk brought favorable comments from all reviewers who saw
the play, and it was acclaimed by
them as an outstanding student
technical achievement.

1

Announcements 11

English majors and minors: All
intending to do student teaching
next quarter, sign up in office
11-28 by Monday Nov. 28.
Tau Delta Phi: Tower meeting,
12:30 p.m. Initiation plans to be
discussed.
Announcement: The Senior
class will sponsor a dance in the
wbmen’s gym after the St. Mary’s
game.
Engineering society: See door
of Engineering office for information on field trip to Internet ional Chemical Corporation.
Engineering society:41deets in
room S-210 at 11:30 a.m.- 4
Freshman campers: There are
still many photographic orders
that haven’t been picked up in the
Graduate manager’s office.

IRC Clubs to Meet
Anyone who has not signed to
attend the Northern California Nevada Regional conference of International Relations clubs in San
Francisco this weekend still may
attend, Dr. George Bruntz, adviser
to the local IRC, said today.
The $2.50 registration fee may
be paid tonight when the conference opens at the San Francisco
College for Women. The fee includes boarding and lodging, Dr.
Bruntz explained. The conference
will end tomorrow noon.

Approval was given recently to
the honorary penology organization, Sigma Pi Alphls, by the faculty Recognition committee, according to Miss Helen Dimmick,
dean of women,
James Van Maren is president
of the new on -campus club. The
Recognition committee is composed of Dr. T, W. MacQuarrie, Dean
Paul Pitman and Miss Dimmick.
Prime objective of the organization is to advance methods of
detection and rehabilitation in the
field of penology. Activities are
scheduled to further interests and
standards of penology students
through discussions, speakers, and
study of rehabilitated criminals
cases.
A program chairman is appointed for each meeting and arranges for speakers, motion pictures,
and discussions.
At a meeting held Tuesday
night Norman Ansley, Police
school student and editor" of the
LAE magazine, spoke on southern
United States penal institutions.
He was introduced by. Ernst Selig,
program chairman for the meeting.
Mr. Willard E. Schmidt, head
of the Police school, was voted
organization adviser.

Student Y ’retreat gets underway this afternoon at 4:30 o’clock
at the Student Y lounge, 220 S.
Seventh Street, when a car caravan leaves for Monte Toyon, four
miles south of Santa Cruz.
Jim Martin, executive secretary
of the Student Y, and -Ted Trett,
student chairman, have -planned
a week -end of activities on both
the recreational and serious side.
Four speakers will speak on
the theme "Growing Pains." Under the theme the field of discussion will be divided into four
areas. Each speaker will speak on
and lead discussion in one of the
four topic areas.
Speakers are Mr. Claude Settles, who will speak on social maturity; Dr. George Muench, emotional maturity; Rev. Stephen
Peabody, religious maturity, and
Miss Ruth Milford, vocational maturity.
The event is the main retreat
of the fall quarter for the local Y
organization. Those attending will
return Sunday after lunch.

JOHN LOVES MARY

Classified Advertising

ELECTRIC SHAVER

THE SHAVER SHOP

ADVERTISEMENT

1199 Franklin - Santa Clara
1740 Park Ave.
1335 Lincoln, Willow Glen
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ON CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
TURN ADS INTO THE
GRADUATE MANAGER’S OFFICE

Philosophy, Group
To Hear Speaker
Dr, Frederic Spiegelberg, professor of Indian culture from
Stanford university and famed
authot, lecturer, explorer and
the
address
will
philosopher,
Philosophy club Dec. 1. The club’s
second meeting of the quarter
will be at 7:30 p.m. at the First
Baptist church, Second and San
Antonio street.
Dr. Spiegelberg will speak on
"The Philosophy of Sri Aurofindo," explaining the system of one
of India’s greatest cUlturists today.

CHURCH
DIRECTORY
ST. PAUL METHODIST CHURCH
Second & San Carlos
Sunday, 9:45 am.Church School
11:00 am.Morning Worship
6:30 p.mCollage Age Group
7:30 p.m.Church Service
Charles E. Anderson, Minister

TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Second and St. John Streets
Sunday, 100 .m Holy Communion
1:30 .m.Church School
11:00 .m.Morning Prayer and Sermon
7:30 p.m.Canterbury Club
Thursday, 7:30 p.m., Social Period in Youth
Center

REST HAVEN CHAPEL of
UNITED PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
583 W. San Carlos
ServieesWednesday, Friday, Saturday
Sunday, 1:45 .m.Sunday School
11:00 am.Morning Worship
7:30 p.m.Evning Service
Elmer Fryer, Pastor

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
SO S. 5th ST.

11:00 AM."On Giving Gratitude
Expression"
7:00 P.M.Christian Youth FellowGuest speaker, Ruddy
ship
in Life." ,
"Sportsmanship
Rudd.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor
Second & San Antonio Streets
TIMES OF WORSHIP
Sunday, 11:00 a.m., 7:30 p.m.
9:30 a.m. High Collegiate
Dept. of Church School
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
College Age Group:
"Senior B. Y."-6:I5 Sunday evenings. The group has wide awake
meetings each Sunday night. Outside speakers are brought in from
time to time. A* variety of social
activities is scheduled throughout
the school year. One Sunday a
month the group goes to the Odd
Fellows Home to hold services.
The group also sponsors other activties as the need arises.

EIGHT CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
Main Plant
CYpress 2-1052
25-29 S. Third Street

SPECIAL LOW STUDENT RATES

11

LOST
FOR RENT
ROOM: Man share. Private
RHINESTONE
BRACELET:
bath, kitchen, laundry, entrance.
$25, 1601 Shasta ave. CY 5-2044, Vicinity of little theater. Reward
call CY 5-0517, Dewitt Partal.
Mrs. Thomas,
ROOMS: For four *men students. $17.50 a month. 567 S.
eighth.
CLEAN ROOMS: Wanted three
Sales end Service
young men. Reasonable, seven
-blocks from college. Phone between 4 and 6 evenings. CY
2-2839.
ROQM AND BOARDts One vacancy, or board Slone, for college
boys,I.Mrs. Ruby Isherip 380 S.
Ninths street. CY 3-9942. et
--REMINGTON RAND,
GOOD BOARD AND ROOM:
SCHICK and
For college men. 265 N. Fifth
SHAVEMASTER
street. CY 5-3772.
- Big Inset el Pares
ROOMS: Men students. Twin
Trained
Mechanics Oelly
beds, dinner served family style,
Mall Service a 81:441141
good food. 750 E. St. James.
FOR SALE
1937
OLDSMOBILE:
Radio,
MI L. IMAM ciars
Ilan Jess M Cant
new front and rear end, clutch
’Phone CY 2-24141
and battery. Phone CY 3-3836
evenings.

Buttons sewed onRips and tears repa:red
to Town
Close to College Close

RENT OR BUY

11

STARTS DECEMBER 8

A PENNY EARNED

HELP YOU TO SELL,

DAILY

Student ’Y’ Weekend
"Retreat Begins Today

Golden West Dry Cleaners

275 E. William
231 Willow
24th and Santa Clara St.

SPARTAN

Friday, November 18, 1949

John Lombardi, Italian concert artist, will make his first
appearance in San Jose at the Civic Auditorium Friday evening,
Nov. 25, at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are now on sale at the Civic
Auditorium box office. Price of tickets are $3.00, $2.40 and
$1.20 (tax inc.)
For one of his selections, Mr. Lombardi will sing the top hit
song, "You’re Breaking My Heart," in Italian as it was originally
written by the great- composer, Leon Cavallo.
"TROVATORE"
"Brought out a young new baritone John Lombardi, who stopped the show."
Metropolitan Opera News.
"Favorite with the audience and with good reason."
Los Angeles Examiner.
"Lombardi proved his reputation as an outstanding American baritone."
Chronicle, Spokane, Wash.

SEEKERS
of the
CHURCH
METHODIST
FIRST
5th and Santa Clara Streets
invites you
9:30 am.Church School Class
11:00 am.Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.Buffet Supper
7:00 p.m.Devotional Meeting
8:00 p.m.Interest Hour
(Let’s Talk Books, Music Appreciation, Religious Drama, and Creative
Crafts.)
9:00 p.m.Closing Fellowship
"Where there’s funwe’re for it;
Where there’s fellowshipwe’re in
it; Where there’s worship and servicewe’re at it."
Reginald Greenbrook, Director of
Christian Education
Joyce Wesley Farr, D.D., Minister

SIPAIRTAPI DA1OLY

’-2-491Frosh Camp Group WAA Invites -WS Coeds
Steady Increase Highlights
Names 1950 Head To Join Riding Club
UD Engineering Enrollment Needs Counselors
Any girl with a normal PF health rating iudigible for membership
It

FridaY. November

The Freshman camp student faculty eommittee last week appointed Ron La Mar chairman of
the camp for 1950 and discussed
possibilities for having two camp
sessions again next year.
----If enough leadership among
.
tha student body is forthcoming,
ntiginiktiC ’Assn.
It enough freshmen will attend,
1 Ilinti if thekiwo sessions do not
conflict with Freshman week
now being planned by the adrainbitgation, the ,,two-session
Mr. Chries V. .1Kappen, assist- plan rallOIP go Into effect’ La Mar ....
’
ant journalism professor at SJSC, ’aid*
assistThe committee disc
has been named editor of the Calimp and
fornia State Numismatic associ- ant directors for thetraed
asked for applications from mernation’s quarterly magazine,
The appointment was made hers of the student body.
More upper divhdlon students
during the association’s convencounselors
tion in San Diego Nov. 11, 12 are needed to t
and 13. Mr. Kappen attended the at Frosh camp, according to
convention in his capacity . as a La Mar, and a special meeting
member of the organization’s five. has been caned for tonight at
’I:30 p.m. In room 119 for anyman board of directors.
one interested.
Faculty members of the com_
mittee include Dr. Robert Rhodes,
"
chairman, Dean Joe West, Dean
Helen Dimmick, Dean Paul Pitman, Miss Mary Hooton, Mr. Ed
Clements and Rev. James Martin,
who will represent the Student Y,
A field trip to the international
which originally sponsored Frosh
Mineral corporation on Monterey
camp.
road will be on the Engineering
Students appointed by the ASB
society’s schedule of events tocouncil to serve on the committee
night, according to George Cashare Don Schaeffer, ex officio memman, publicity chairman.
her, Dick Knox, Dale La Mar;
A .car pool will meet at the Enand Bob Madsen
gineering lab at 2:30 p.m., and all
Next Meeting of the facultyengineering students, whether or
student committee is set for Dec.
not they belong to the society, are
6 at 9 a.m. It is to be a closed
invited to join the trek.
meeting, La Mar said.
As Cashman stated, "The plant
is a very good example of a modern plant using automatically.
controlled processes."

A steady increase in the raimber of upper division engineering
students has been registered again this year, according to Prof. Ralph
J. Smith, Engineering department head. A total of 110 juniors and 48
seniors are on the department’s rolls this fall, compared to 61 junlore and 8 *redoes last Fear at this
time,
Upper division enrollment in engineering has been on the upswing since the fall of 1948: but
a levelling off was expected this
year, because of a decline in sophomore enrollment in 1948.
However, transfers from junior
colleges, and the decision of other
students not to transfer to older
engineering schools was responsible for the increase.
Prof. Smith attributes this in
part to development of laborstory futilities aide!) mad,- students more satisfied with the
college’s training.
Approximately 90 seniors and
120 juniors are expected to be on
the engineering books next year.
The large 1949-50 upper division
enrollment caught the school short
on teachers, Mr. Smith said. Four
part-time? instructors now are ernployed. A new full-time man probably will come in January.

Pegasus to Discuss
New Manuscripts
,

Niii
Appoints Kappen
Magazine Edi? tor

r

Engineers Trek
To Mineral Corp.
Plant Tonight

A meeting of the English department’s literary club, Pegasus,
will be held soon to consider manuscripts submitted by applicants
to the club, according to Dr.
James Wood, adviser to the group.
At a recent meeting, students
admitted to membership were
Juanita Wright and Alvin Johnson. President of the club is
Charlotte Richardson.
Mrs. Lynn Seese is secretary.
There are two or three vacanGirls desiring rooms with kitchcies in the club’s membership, Dr.
en privileges or room and board
Wood said.
may find accommodations to their
liking on file in the Dean of
Women’s office, according to Miss
Norma Herring, secretary to Dean
Helen Dimmick.
Part-time services of a San Jose . A complete up-to-date list of
physician have been secured by housing is kept in the Dean’s ofthe Health department to relieve fice and any interested persons
the overtaxed schedule of full- need only ask Miss Herring or
time doctors, according to Miss Mrs. Izetta Pritchard, who is in
Margaret Twombly, department charge of housing.
head.
The new staff member is Dr.
Herbert G. Tearz, a native of New
York City and a University of
Gerald W. Meyers and Dean R.
California graduate.
Patrick have completed a five-day
course in small police department
3roubrieemasu offeredfnvebsy;
o
Fra
Iithe
edeThel
Dr. James C. DeVoss, dean of school was held at Sunnyvale Nov.
professional education, and Dr. 13-17.
Both men are SJS Police school
William G. Sweeney, professor of
of the Sun education, will represent San Jose students and members
nyvale Police dbpartment.
State college at a three-day meeting of the California council on
SPECIAL
teacher education opening today
GROUND BEEF
at Yosemite National park.

Deares Secretary
Has housing List

Health Dept. Has
New Physician

FBI Course Taken

Two Profs at Meet

29c lb.

Marjorie Lamb to Marry
K. S. Morgan In Summer
Wedding bells wiN ring for Miss
, Marjorie Alice Lahib and Kerlin
Schroeder MOrgan next summer in
Santa Cruz.
Mrs. Mae Lamb of Santa Cruz
announced her daughter’s engagement.
.
Miss Lamb will be graduated
from Santa Cruz high school in
June.
The prospective benedict is the
son of Mr. and Mrs: Kerlin C.
Morgan of this city. He is an
alumnus of San Jose State college
and will complete his studies at
the American Institute of Foreign
Trade in Arizona this summer.

Limit Two Pounds

WESTERN Cold Storage Co.
40 N. Fourth

CV 2-8992

oeyata
Lingerie Shop
6 EAST SAN FERNANDO

STOCKINGS
w_
"AS YOU LI

"4;1/4\ s%

VANETTE

tt?

S.98-1.95

CHRISTMAS GIFT PORTRAITS
A SPICIALTY

The Hollywood Studio
41 N. let St

CV 2.8%0

Lovely sheer nylons in the latest styl
Lovely sheer nylons in the latest
styles and- colors. Clocks, shadow end
confrostieta heels. Interesting shades
Fantasy, Frolic, Cake Wall, Do-sido
Join Lydia’s "Lucky 13th" stocking
club. Whim you have purchased 12
pairs of stockings, you will receive
13th pair FREE

24.111111.111.100111111.1.01600001.0"....4#

in the WAA Riding club which meets *very Tuesday at 3:30 p.m.
According to Genie Bean, club manager, the group meets at
the corner of S. Seventh and San Carlos where transportation is provided to the Alum Rock park stables.
.
Cost of an hour’s horseback ride
is 51.25. Riders may ride with
either western or English equipemit. "Jeans, Levis, or,slacks are
Missor
is
beriginnetdrs.
InstrutacttiOn’
available at the stables at no extra
charge.
A two-hour picnic ride is being
ter.
planned for sometime this
Any girls who are interested
weekly rides
In attending the w
are asked to contact Miss Dean
at CY 2-2911 for horse renervaDons betore noon on Tueadays.
Miss Bean stressed that several
free horse rides are being offered
to anyone 1,1. ho can furnish regular
transportation for the group to
and from the park stables.

Two P..4rt-Time
Jobs-Avaitable ’
Mrs. Florence Kellenberger, secretary in charge of the part-time
oisployment b u r e a u, has anfipunced that two steady part.
tune jobs are available.
A woman is needed as part-time
dietician in a local hospital. The
work is every Saturday during the
school year, and full-time during
the summer.
,
A part-time job is available for
either a man or woman coaching
reading to children in remedial
school, The children’s ages range
from the 1st to the 8th grade.
Hours are from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
"A Mime economifs major is desired," said Mrs. Xellenberger,
Students who apply should live
in the vicinity of Meno Park. They
should be working for a credential
in this type of work or in teacher
training.
BIGGEST CUP OF COFFEE
IN TOWN

NORDI- !ir NORDI
105 EAST SAN FERNANDO.,

JOHN LOVES MARY
STARTS DECEMBER 8

....._

BIDOU’S
FORMAI BAKERY
Pasteries
French Bread, Roils,

FOUNTAIN
SERVICE
Corner Vino & San Fiernando

